
AccuQuilt® Releases Five New GO!® Dies in Time for Fall Quilting Projects 
 
 
(OMAHA, NE) October 16, 2018—AccuQuilt® a U.S. based company that specializes in 
manufacturing premiere fabric cutters and dies, expands its GO!® die portfolio with 
therelease of five new dies that are compatible with the AccuQuilt GO! Big® Electric 
Fabric Cutter and GO!® Fabric Cutter. Each new die is designed to inspire quilters to 
create a wide range of quilting projects this fall and beyond. 
  
The die collection release includes two applique shapes, the GO! Carefree Alphabet 
Lowercase Set (2-Die Set) and GO! Spring Medley. Each of these applique dies 
includes a free embroidery download with the satin, blanket and motif stitches. 
  
Also part of the collection are three new GO! Block on Board® (BOB®) dies, 
including the GO! Big Crazy Quilt-10” Finished, the GO! Bear’s Paw-14” Finished and 
the GO! Cleopatra’s Fan-12” Finished. BOB dies contain all the shapes needed to 
create a quilt block on a single die. 
  
“All of us at AccuQuilt are excited about this release because the collection includes 
shapes that appeal to a wide variety of quilting skill sets, from beginner to advanced,” 
said Lynn Gibney, director of product development. “It’s our mission to help all quilters 
and fabric crafters have an exceptional quilting experience by providing unique and 
innovative solutions that make cutting fabric easy, fast, accurate and safe.” 
  
A free pattern is included with each of the new GO! dies, which are now available on 
accuquilt.com and at signature retailers. For more information on AccuQuilt and the 
latest product releases, visit accuquilt.com. 
  
About AccuQuilt—Better Cuts Make Better Quilts® 
Headquartered in Omaha, Neb., AccuQuilt offers quilters, fabric crafters and retailers a 
premiere line of fabric cutters, dies, quilting patterns and other quilt and fabric cutting 
solutions that help quilters quickly and accurately cut shapes for quilting and fabric 
crafts. AccuQuilt also offers quilters a wide variety of rich educational resources to 
enhance their quilting experiences. Cutting with AccuQuilt cutters is a natural evolution 
of fabric cutting methods. For more information on how to Cut Time. Quilt More.™, 
visit accuquilt.com or call 888.258.7913. 
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